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Seaside Palm Beach Hotel
A LUXURY RESORT IN GRAN CANARIA TO EXPERIENCE YOUR HOLIDAY OF A LIFETIME

S

easide Palm Beach 5 star Hotel is the first Design

cave and thalasso pools. Indulge yourself with individually

Hotel™ in the Canary Islands, one of only a small

adapted body and facial treatments using top-class products.

number of hotels throughout the world which have

You can enjoy gourmet delights in three first-class restaurants

received this award. The hotel's retro style is

and an African Bar, all offering wining and dining at the highest

reminiscent of the 1970s, but also incorporates contemporary

quality level. Each of the restaurants has its own individual

artistic trends. The 304 rooms and 24 suites feature striking

gastronomic vision. The Main Restaurant, with terrace overloo-

contrasts between colours and materials, while the expressive

king the palmed gardens, serves a variety of à la carte dishes,

colour schemes used match the strong sunlight of the southern

themed buffets and barbecues. Three evenings a week their

latitudes and harmonise with the overall interior. The room

barbecue buffet offers you delicacies from Spain, Italy or Asia,

designs includes four colour worlds which reflect the beauty,

with expert chefs preparing the dishes in front of you– live

climate and spectacular colours of the Canary Islands: Beige &

cooking at its freshest. Without exception desserts, cakes, bread

Brown, Yellow & Turquoise, Violet & Green, Coral & Blue.

and bread rolls are made in the hotel's own pastry shop and

Warm colours on the walls suggest the colour spectrum of a

bakery. From October to May enjoy a spectacular evening in the

Mediterranean sunset, whilst the floors in the hotel rooms

charming ambience of the Retro style Restaurant Esencia. The

represents a refreshing reflection of the sea and the beach. The

restaurant will delight your palate with a modern twist with

resulting ambience of Seaside Palm Beach is full of subtle

which the traditional Mediterranean cuisine is enhanced. La

refinement, in unique surroundings combined with outstanding

Bodega offer specialty tapas, mini gourmet cuisine utilising a

design. Located to the south of Maspalomas in the municipality

selection of local ingredients, such as Canarian cheeses, artisa-

of San Bartolomé de Tirajana on the edge of a nature reserve,

nal smoked salmon from Uga in Lanzarote, or the traditional

the sand dunes and 5 miles of beach are just a few minutes walk

Iberian ham “Pata Negra”. Aperitifs and cocktails can be

away. It is located in the immediate vicinity of 4 exclusive golf

enjoyed with live music in Bar Salón - reminiscent of the 70s

courses and offers green fee concessions to hotel guests. Luxury

with its strong colours the interior decorations. If you are

is standard at the hotel and can be experienced in its every

planning an event Seaside Palm Beach facilities provide an

aspect. Get active in the equipped fitness centre under the palm

outstanding setting for conferences, weddings and events of all

trees, play tennis on the floodlit tennis court, take part in one of

kinds. Their team will be happy to take care of all the details.

the many outdoor and indoor sports available in the grounds of
the hotel, or enjoy water sports. Alternatively relax in the
luxurious spa offering first-class facilities such as saunas, salt
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